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Abstract

We develop a uniform type theory that integrates intensionality, extensionality, and proof
irrelevance as judgmental concepts. Any object may be treated intensionally (subject only to
α-conversion), extensionally (subject also to βη-conversion), or as irrelevant (equal to any other
object at the same type), depending on where it occurs. Modal restrictions developed in prior
work for simple types are generalized and employed to guarantee consistency between these
views of objects. Potential applications are in logical frameworks, functional programming, and
the foundations of first-order modal logics.

Our type theory contrasts with previous approaches that a priori distinguish propositions
(whose proofs are all identified—only their existence is important) from specifications (whose
implementations are subject to some definitional equalities).

1 Introduction

In the development of type theory, there has been considerable debate about the degree of exten-
sionality or intensionality that should be inherent in its formulation. In an extensional theory such
as the one underlying Nuprl [C+86] type-checking is undecidable. In a non-extensional theory1 such
as later versions of Martin-Löf’s type theory [NPS90], we distinguish a definitional equality (also
called judgmental equality) which is not extensional and decidable, from a propositional equality
which is extensional and undecidable. There are a number of tradeoffs, both from the philosophical
and pragmatic points of view. In an undecidable, extensional theory, programs are significantly
more compact than in a decidable, non-extensional theory. On the other hand, we need external
arguments to validate the correctness of programs, defeating at least in part the motivations under-
lying the separation of judgments from propositions [ML94, ML96]. Furthermore, the development
of extensional concepts in a non-extensional type theory is far from straightforward, as can be seen
from Hofmann’s systematic study [Hof95].

Related is the issue of proof irrelevance, which plays an important role in the development of
mathematical concepts in type theory via subset types or quotient types. For example, the type

1Such type theories are often called intensional, but this is somewhat misleading since the meaning of objects is
still subject to some conversion rules.
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{x:A | B(x)} should contain the elements M of type A that satisfy property B. If we want type-
checking to be decidable, we require evidence that B(M) is satisfied, but we should not distinguish
between different proofs of B(M)—they are irrelevant.

In this paper we present a type theory that internalizes the concepts of intensionality, ex-
tensionality, and proof irrelevance via distinctions familiar from modal logic. We strictly follow
Martin-Löf’s separation of judgments from propositions and both type-checking and definitional
equality are decidable.

At the heart of our modal type theory are three judgments

M :: A M is an expression of type A,
M : A M is an term of type A, and
M ÷ A M is a proof of type A,

constructed from the same set of objects M and types A. Expressions are treated intensionally :
they are subject only to α-conversion. Terms are treated extensionally : they are additionally
subject to β and η-conversion. Proofs are treated as if irrelevant: any two proofs of the same type
are identified. All these are part of the definitional equality of the type theory, which therefore
combines intensionality, extensionality, and irrelevance into a single system in a coherent way.

It is a critical property of our type theory that the distinction between expressions, terms,
and proofs is not made at the time the constituent constants are declared, but at the time those
constants are used. Any type A can be seen as the type of an expression, the type of a term (=
a specification), or the type of a proof (= a proposition). Similarly, an object M may be seen as
an expression, as a term, or as a proof, depending only on whether some conditions on its free
variables are satisfied. We believe that this flexibility is an inherent advantage of our approach
compared to a priori separating propositions (inhabited by proofs that are always irrelevant) from
specifications (inhabited by terms that are never irrelevant). This is the approach mostly taken in
the literature (see, for example, [PM89] or, allowing even for some classical reasoning, [BBS01]).

Our system is also interesting in its relation to intuitionistic modal logic when we ignore the
objects. Our default judgment M : A can be interpreted as “A is true”. The judgment M :: A
can be read as “A is valid” and satisfies the laws of S4. The judgment M ÷ A can be read as “A
is provable”, hiding the proof object. It is similar to (but does not match exactly) the temporal
modality 〈P 〉A which means “A was true at some time in the past”. Proof term calculi for temporal
logic have been developed by Davies [Dav96] and Wansing [Wan00], but both have a very different
character and computational meaning from the one considered here.

In a type theory as a foundation for functional programming, irrelevant objects (that is, proofs)
are erased before execution without affecting the observable outcome. From this point of view, our
type system internally captures a notion of dead-code elimination (see, for example, [BCDG00] for
a survey and position paper on related type-based approaches). However, we need to extend our
type theory with first-class modal operators in order to be useful for complete functional languages.
Two non-dependent theories in this style are given in [PD01], explaining both lax logic [FM97] and
an intuitionistic modal logic with necessity (2A) and possibility (3A). A proper treatment of
the fully dependent version of these theories would seem to require an equational theory with
commuting conversions and is therefore left to future work. Fortunately, it is possible to develop
a consistent and useful type theory where these judgments are considered primarily as hypotheses.
Instead of internalizing them as modal operators, we internalize the corresponding hypothetical
judgment as function types. Such a restriction is not new—it goes back to similar treatments of
linear logic [HM94] and linear type theory [CP98, VC00] with similar motivations.
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In the remainder of the paper we present our type theory, investigate its properties, and sketch
some further developments and potential applications.

2 A Modal Type Theory

Our modal type theory is a conservative extension of LF [HHP93]. Our approach follows the outline
of [HP00]. The interested reader may find some details in this technical report which have been
adapted here to our more general type theory.

2.1 Syntax

Kinds K ::= type | Πx:A. K | Πx::A. K | Πx÷A. K
Families A ::= a | AM | A •M | A ◦M

| Πx:A1. A2 | Πx::A1. A2 | Πx÷A1. A2

Objects M ::= c | x | λx:A. M | M1M2

| λx::A. M |M1 •M2

| λx÷A. M |M1 ◦M2

Signatures Σ ::= · | Σ, a:K | Σ, c:A
Contexts Γ ::= · | Γ, x:A | Γ, x::A | Γ, x÷A

We use K for kinds, A,B, C for type families, M,N, P for objects, Γ for contexts and Σ for
signatures. We also use the symbol “kind” to classify the valid kinds. We consider terms that differ
only in the names of their bound variables as identical. We write [N/x]M , [N/x]A and [N/x]K for
capture-avoiding substitution. Signatures and contexts may declare each constant and variable at
most once. For example, when we write Γ, x:A we assume that x is not already declared in Γ. If
necessary, we tacitly rename x before adding it to the context Γ. Since a signature is generally fixed,
and constants may be used anywhere, we have permitted only two forms of constant declaration,
namely a:K and c:A. Note that this is not a restriction for our applications, since it is the use not
the definition of a constant which determines its status with respect to definitional equality.

2.2 Judgments

The modal type theory is defined by the following judgments.

` Σ sig Σ is a valid signature

Σ̀ Γ ctx Γ is a valid context

Γ Σ̀ M : A M has type A
Γ Σ̀ A : K A has type K
Γ Σ̀ K : kind K is a valid kind

Γ Σ̀ M = N : A M equals N at type A
Γ Σ̀ A = B : K A equals B at kind K

Γ Σ̀ K = L : kind K equals L

For the judgment Σ̀ Γ ctx we presuppose that Σ is a valid signature. For the remaining
judgments of the form Γ Σ̀ J we presuppose that Σ is a valid signature and that Γ is valid in Σ.
For the sake of brevity we omit the signature Σ from all judgments but the first, since it does not
change throughout a derivation.
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If J is a typing or equality judgment, then we write [M/x]J for the obvious substitution of M
for x in J. For example, if J is N : B, then [M/x]J stands for the judgment [M/x]N : [M/x]B.

We also have eight derived judgments that are central the nature of our type theory. Each of
them is defined by only a single rule that defines its meaning. In order to explain these additional
judgments we need two critical operations on contexts. The first, Γ	, hides all term variables x:A
by converting them to proof variables x÷A. The second, Γ⊕, resurrects all proof variables x÷A by
converting them to term variables x:A. Other declarations are unaffected in both cases.

(·)	 = · (·)⊕ = ·
(Γ, x:A)	 = Γ	, x÷A (Γ, x:A)⊕ = Γ⊕, x:A
(Γ, x::A)	 = Γ	, x::A (Γ, x::A)⊕ = Γ⊕, x::A
(Γ, x÷A)	 = Γ	, x÷A (Γ, x÷A)⊕ = Γ⊕, x:A

Intensional Expressions. The new judgments

Γ Σ̀ M :: A M is an expression of type A
Γ Σ̀ A :: K A is an expression type of kind K

Γ Σ̀ M = N :: A M and N are equal expressions at type A
Γ Σ̀ A = B :: K A and B are equal expression types at kind K

are defined by the following rules

Γ	 Σ̀ M : A

Γ Σ̀ M :: A

Γ	 Σ̀ A : K

Γ Σ̀ A :: K

Γ	 Σ̀ M = M : A

Γ Σ̀ M = M :: A

Γ	 Σ̀ A = B : K

Γ Σ̀ A = B :: K

The idea is that an expression cannot refer to a term variable x:B, which would violate intension-
ality. Thus we mark these variables as irrelevant, x÷B. Note, however, that intensionality and
irrelevance interact: proof variables may still occur in an intensional expression, but only inside
other proofs! The rules for equality indicate that only α-convertible terms or types are considered
as equal expression. The reason that the premise reads Γ	 Σ̀ M = M : A instead of Γ	 Σ̀ M : A
is purely technical (it simplifies the logical relation argument later on). Note that expression types
are not intensional, but that there is a restriction regarding their validity: expression types can not
depend on term variables directly.

In addition we have a hypothesis rule so that x::A Σ̀ x : A.

Irrelevant Proofs. The new judgments

Γ Σ̀ M ÷ A M is a proof of type A
Γ Σ̀ A ÷ K A is a proof type of kind K
Γ Σ̀ M = N ÷ A M and N are equal proofs
Γ Σ̀ A = B ÷ K A and B are equal proof types

are defined by the following rules

Γ⊕ Σ̀ M : A

Γ Σ̀ M ÷ A
Γ⊕ Σ̀ A : K

Γ Σ̀ A ÷ K

Γ⊕ Σ̀ M = M : A Γ⊕ Σ̀ N = N : A

Γ Σ̀ M = N ÷ A
Γ⊕ Σ̀ A = B : K

Γ Σ̀ A = B ÷ K
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The idea is that a proof term may depend on expression variables, term variables, and proof
variables. This effect is achieved by relabelling hypotheses x÷B to x:B. Note that equality between
proofs implements proof irrelevance in the classical sense. Again, we could replace the premises
with Γ⊕ Σ̀ M : A and Γ⊕ Σ̀ N : A.

It is important that M ÷ A is inherently weaker than M : A. In particular, x÷A 6 Σ̀ x : A. In
other words, terms can not depend on proof variables, but other proofs can. Under a functional
interpretation, it is this property which allows the consistent erasure of all proof objects without
affecting the observable outcome (assuming proofs are not observable, of course).

Note that, unlike the systems in [DP00, PD01], the rules have the property of variable mono-
tonicity : when viewed from bottom-up, every variable is preserved—only its status might change
from the conclusion to the premise of a rule. This is inspired by a similar idea in [Mom00] and is
needed for a clean interaction between expressions and proofs.

2.3 Typing Rules

Our formulation of the typing rules is similar to the second version given in [HHP93] and directly
based on [HP00]. In preparation for the various algorithms we presuppose and inductively preserve
the validity of contexts involved in the judgments, instead of checking these properties at the
leaves. This is a matter of expediency rather than necessity. Furthermore, in order the shorten the
presentation we use the following notation:

“?” stands for either “:”, “::”, or “÷” were all occurrences in a rule must be consistent.

“∗” stands for either juxtaposition (an application of a function of type Πx:A. B), “•” (an
application of a function of type Πx::A. B), or “◦” (an application of a function of type
Πx÷A. B). Occurrences of “∗” must be coordinated with occurrences of “?” in a rule schema
in the indicated manner.

Signatures. The rules for validity of signatures are straightforward and omitted here. From now
on we fix a valid signature Σ and omit it from the judgments.

Contexts. Validity of contexts is not straightforward. We must guarantee that we cannot incor-
rectly refer to a proof variable in a term or expression, or a term variable in an expression. This is
achieved by the following rules.

` Γ ctx

` Γ ctx Γ ` A ? type

` Γ, x?A ctx

Note that the second rule schema actually stands for three rules, depending on whether x:A,
x::A, or x÷A appear in the conclusion and premise.

Objects. Here we proceed as in LF, except that we need to make sure that arguments fit the
type and disposition (intensional, extensional, or irrelevant) of the function. The rule schema for
application below has three instances. One of them, for example, replaces ? by :: and ∗ by •.
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c:A in Σ

Γ ` c : A Γ, x:A,Γ′ ` x : A Γ, x::A,Γ′ ` x : A
no rule for x÷A

Γ ` A1 ? type Γ, x?A1 `M2 : A2

Γ ` λx?A1. M2 : Πx?A1. A2

Γ `M1 : Πx?A2. A1 Γ `M2 ? A2

Γ `M1 ∗M2 : [M2/x]A1

Γ `M : A Γ ` A = B : type

Γ `M : B

Families and Kinds. The rules for application and conversion are copies of the rules from the
level of objects and omitted. We show only the rules defining when function types are well-formed.

Γ ` A1 ? type Γ, x ? A1 ` A2 : type

Γ ` Πx?A1. A2 : type

2.4 Definitional Equality

The rules for definitional equality are written with the presupposition that a valid signature Σ is
fixed and that all contexts Γ are valid. The intent is that equality implies validity of the objects,
families, or kinds involved (see Lemma 2). In contrast to the original formulation of LF in [HHP93],
equality of terms is based on a notion of parallel conversion plus extensionality, rather than βη-
conversion, but the two definitions turn out to be equivalent. In addition we have to take care of
intensionality for expressions and irrelevance of proofs. This is reflected in the rules for intensional
application M • N and irrelevant application M ◦ N .

Some of the typing premises in the rules are redundant, but for technical reasons we cannot
prove this until validity has been established. Such premises are enclosed in {braces}.

Simultaneous Congruence The crux of intensionality and irrelevance is in the cases for the
corresponding applications, M • N and M ◦ N .

c:A in Σ

Γ ` c = c : A Γ, x:A,Γ′ ` x = x : A Γ, x::A,Γ′ ` x = x : A

Γ `M1 = N1 : Πx?A2. A1 Γ `M2 = N2 ? A2

Γ `M1 ∗M2 = N1 ∗ N2 : [M2/x]A1

Γ ` A′1 = A1 ? type Γ ` A′′1 = A1 ? type Γ, x?A1 `M2 = N2 : A2

Γ ` λx?A′1. M2 = λx?A′′1 . N2 : Πx?A1. A2

We explicitly consider the second premise in the rule schema for application in its three specific
instances. If we compare M1M2 = N1N2, then the second premise requires M2 = N2 : A2.

If we compare M1 • M2 = N1 • N2 then the arguments are treated intensionally and equality
will only succeed if M2 and N2 are well-typed and equal modulo α-conversion. This is expressed
with the judgment Γ `M2 = N2 :: A2 defined before.

If we compare M1 ◦ M2 = N1 ◦ N2 then the arguments are proofs and are always considered
equal. We only need to check that they are well-typed, which is accomplished with the judgment
Γ `M2 = N2 ÷ A2 defined before.
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Extensionality. Since the main equality judgment compares terms and not as expressions or
proofs, the extensionality principle holds for all three kinds of functions. Modulo the construction
of the right kind of context and some redundant premises required for technical reasons, these are
straightforward.

Γ ` A1 ? type {Γ `M : Πx?A1. A2} {Γ ` N : Πx?A1. A2} Γ, x?A1 `M ∗ x = N ∗ x : A2

Γ `M = N : Πx?A1. A2

Parallel Conversion. Again, this is available for all three kinds of functions.

{Γ ` A1 ? type} Γ, x?A1 `M2 = N2 : A2 Γ `M1 = N1 ? A1

Γ ` (λx?A1. M2) ∗M1 = [N1/x]N2 : [M1/x]A2

Type Conversion.

Γ `M = N : A Γ ` A = B : type

Γ `M = N : B

We omit the remaining rules for object equality, which are symmetry and transitivity. Reflexiv-
ity is admissible, which is typical for parallel conversion. The rules above are repeated with trivial
variations at the levels of families and kinds and omitted here.

2.5 Elementary Properties of Typing and Definitional Equality

We establish some elementary properties of the judgments pertaining to the interpretation of con-
texts. All of these have standard or straightforward proofs on the structure of derivations. First we
show weakening for all judgments of the type theory. Secondly, reflexivity holds for valid objects,
families, and kinds.

For all lemmas and theorems from here on we tacitly assume that the contexts in the given
derivations are well-formed. Furthermore, in the statement of a a meta-theoretic property, several
occurrence of “?” must still be instantiated consistently as for inference rules.

Lemma 1 (Substitution) If Γ, x?A,Γ′ ` J and Γ `M ? A then Γ, [M/x]Γ′ ` [M/x]J.

Proof: By induction over the structure of the first given derivation.

Note that this is shorthand for three separate substitution properties. Now there is a series of
technical lemmas (which we omit, see [HP00] for the counterpart in LF), culminating in validity
and functionality.

Lemma 2 (Validity)

1. If Γ `M ? A then Γ ` A ? type.

2. If Γ `M = N ? A, then Γ `M ? A, Γ ` N ? A, and Γ ` A ? type.

Analogous properties hold at the levels of families and kinds.
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Lemma 3 (Functionality) Assume Γ `M = N ? A. Then

Γ, x?A ` O = P : B implies Γ ` [M/x]O = [N/x]P : [M/x]B

and similarly at the level of types and kinds.

Another consequence of validity is a collection of standard inversion properties. In the interest
of space, we elide these properties here. We can further show, from validity, that the premises
enclosed in {. . .} are indeed redundant, that is, follow from the other premises.

3 Algorithmic Equality

The algorithm for deciding equality can be summarized as follows:

1. When comparing objects at function type, apply extensionality.

2. When comparing objects at base type, reduce both sides to weak head-normal form and then
compare heads directly and, if they are equal, each corresponding pair of arguments according
to their status.

(a) When the corresponding arguments are extensional (terms), recursively compare for
extensional equality.

(b) When the corresponding arguments are intensional (expressions), compare for syntactic
equality modulo α-conversion.

(c) When the corresponding arguments are irrelevant (proofs), treat them as equal.

Since this algorithm is type-directed in case (1) we need to carry types. Unfortunately, this makes
it difficult to prove correctness of the algorithm in the presence of dependent types, because tran-
sitivity is not an obvious property. Fortunately, we do not need to know the precise type of the
objects we are comparing, as long as we know that they are functions.

We therefore define a calculus of simple types and an erasure function ()− that eliminates
dependencies for the purpose of this algorithm. Note that there are three forms of non-dependent
function type which we write as τ1

?→ τ2 and similarly for kinds.
We write α to stands for simple base types and we have two special type constants, type− and

kind−, for the equality judgments at the level of types and kinds.

Simple Kinds κ ::= type− | τ :→ κ | τ ::→ κ | τ ÷→ κ

Simple Types τ ::= α | τ1
:→ τ2 | τ1

::→ τ2 | τ1
÷→ τ2

Simple Contexts ∆ ::= · | ∆, x:τ | ∆, x::τ | ∆, x÷τ

We use τ, θ, δ for simple types and ∆ for contexts declaring simple types for variables. We also
use kind− in a similar role to kind in the LF type theory.

We write A− for the simple type that results from erasing dependencies in A, and similarly K−.
We translate each constant type family a to a base type a− and extend this to all type families.
We extend it further to contexts by applying it to each declaration.

(a)− = a−

(A ∗M)− = A−

(Πx?A1. A2)− = A−1
?→ A−2

We now present the algorithm in the form of three judgments.
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M
whr−→ M ′ (M weak head reduces to M ′) Algorithmically, we assume M is given and compute M ′

(if M is head reducible) or fail.

∆ `M ⇐⇒ N : τ (M is equal to N at simple type τ) Algorithmically, we assume ∆, M , N , and τ
are given and we simply succeed or fail. We only apply this judgment if M and N have the
same type A and τ = A−.

∆ `M ←→ N : τ (M is structurally equal to N ) Algorithmically, we assume that ∆, M and N

are given and we compute τ or fail. If successful, τ will be the approximate type of M and
N .

Note that the structural and type-directed equality are mutually recursive, while weak head reduc-
tion does not depend on the other two judgments.

Weak Head Reduction

(λx?A1. M2) ∗M1
whr−→ [M1/x]M2

M1
whr−→M ′1

M1 ∗M2
whr−→M ′1 ∗M2

Type-Directed Object Equality

M
whr−→M ′ ∆ `M ′ ⇐⇒ N : α

∆ `M ⇐⇒ N : α

N
whr−→ N ′ ∆ `M ⇐⇒ N ′ : α

∆ `M ⇐⇒ N : α

∆ `M ←→ N : α

∆ `M ⇐⇒ N : α

∆, x?τ1 `M ∗ x⇐⇒ N ∗ x : τ2

∆ `M ⇐⇒ N : τ1
?→ τ2

Structural Object Equality

c:A in Σ

∆ ` c←→ c : A−
x:τ in ∆

∆ ` x←→ x : τ

x::τ in ∆

∆ ` x←→ x : τ

∆ `M1 ←→ N1 : τ2
:→ τ1 ∆ `M2 ⇐⇒ N2 : τ2

∆ `M1 M2 ←→ N1N2 : τ1

∆ `M1 ←→ N1 : τ2
::→ τ1

∆ `M1 • P ←→ N1 • P : τ1

∆ `M1 ←→ N1 : τ2
÷→ τ1

∆ `M1 ◦M2 ←→ N1 ◦ N2 : τ1

The crux of the definition above are the three rules for structural equality. We omit the cor-
responding rules at the level of families. The algorithmic equality satisfies some straightforward
structural properties, including weakening. Furthermore, the algorithm is essentially deterministic
in the sense that when comparing terms at base type we have to weakly head-normalize both sides
and compare the results structurally. This is because terms that are weakly head reducible will
never be considered structurally equal. This property, as well as the symmetry and transitivity of
the algorithm are completely straightforward.
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4 Completeness of Algorithmic Equality

In this section we summarize the completeness theorem for the type-directed equality algorithm.
That is, if two terms are definitionally equal, the algorithm will succeed. The central idea is to
proceed by an argument via logical relations defined inductively on the approximate type of an
object, where the approximate type arises from erasing all dependencies.

The completeness direction of the correctness proof for type-directed equality states:

If Γ `M = N : A then Γ− `M ⇐⇒ N : A−.

One would like to prove this by induction on the structure of the derivation for the given equality.
However, such a proof attempt fails at the case for application. Instead we define a logical relation
∆ `M = N ∈ [[τ ]] that provides a stronger induction hypothesis so that both

1. if Γ `M = N : A then Γ− `M = N ∈ [[A−]], and

2. if Γ− `M = N ∈ [[A−]] then Γ− `M ⇐⇒ N ∈ A−,

can be proved.
The development follows [HP00] quite closely, so we omit it here in the interest of brevity. The

extended definition of the logical relation follows from the algorithm.

Theorem 4 (Completeness of Algorithmic Equality)
If Γ ` M = N : A then Γ− ` M ⇐⇒ N : A−. Furthermore, an analogous property holds at the
level of families.

5 Soundness of Algorithmic Equality

In general, the algorithm for type-directed equality is not sound. However, when applied to valid
objects of the same type, it is sound and relates only equal terms. This direction requires a number
of syntactic lemmas from Section 2.5, but is otherwise mostly straightforward.

Lemma 5 (Subject Reduction)

If M
whr−→M ′ and Γ `M : A then Γ `M ′ : A and Γ `M = M ′ : A.

Proof: By induction on the definition of weak head reduction, making use of inversion and sub-
stitution properties.

For the soundness of algorithmic equality we need subject reduction and validity (Lemma 2).

Theorem 6 (Soundness of Algorithmic Equality)

1. If Γ `M : A and Γ ` N : A and Γ− `M ⇐⇒ N : A−, then Γ `M = N : A.

2. If Γ `M : A and Γ ` N : B and Γ− `M ←→ N : τ , then Γ `M = N : A, Γ ` A = B : type
and A− = B− = τ .

Analogous properties hold for types and kinds.

Proof: By induction on the structure of the given derivations for algorithmic equality, using validity
and inversion on the typing derivations.
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6 Decidability of Definitional Equality and Type-Checking

We can now show that the judgment for algorithmic equality constitutes a decision procedure on
valid terms of the same type. This result is then lifted to yield decidability of all judgments in the
type theory. This part of the development is relatively standard. An exposition of the necessary
auxiliary judgments and lemmas can be found in [HP00] for LF. We only show the final result.

Theorem 7 (Decidability of Definitional Equality and Typing)

1. If Γ `M : A and Γ ` N : A then it is decidable whether Γ `M = N : A.

2. Given a valid Γ, M , and A, it is decidable whether Γ `M : A.

Corresponding properties hold at the level of families and kinds.

We also have that our type theory is conservative over LF. This is important for logical frame-
work applications, since previously established adequacy theorems for encodings will continue to
hold.

7 Further Developments and Potential Applications

In this section we consider various possible further developments and potential applications of our
ideas.

7.1 Logical Frameworks

The addition of intensional expressions and irrelevant proofs to the logical framework may leads to
more direct and more compact encodings in a number of examples.

First, the intensional nature of expressions constitutes a weak form of reflection: arbitrary LF
terms are accessible in LF without regard to βη-conversion. This might allow some shallow embed-
dings into LF that are otherwise impossible and experimentation with other notions of conversion
or equality inside the framework itself.

Second, the irrelevant nature of proofs can be used to encode similar situations in object theories,
which is quite frequent. For example, in an encoding of linear functions in LF we often have to
deal with pairs consisting of the actual function and the proof certifying its linearity. The nature
of this proof is, however, irrelevant, as long as it exists. An encoding of this kind might look as
shown below. Here we use A→ B for Πx:A. B where x does not occur in B.

rawterm : type
lam : (rawterm → rawterm)→ rawterm
app : rawterm → rawterm → rawterm

linear : rawterm → type
. . .

linterm : ΠE:rawterm. ΠL÷linear E. type

The definitional equality at type linterm now ignores the proofs that the expressions E are
indeed linear. Moreover, the Twelf system [PS99] can verify automatically that linear is in fact
a decidable type family using mode and termination analysis [RP96]. If we agree that irrelevant
objects need not be shown in the user interface, then the proofs of type linear E that occur in
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linear terms actually do not need to be represented at all, leading to a potentially significant space
savings that may be critical in applications such as proof-carrying code [Nec97] and certifying
decision procedures [SD99]. Another situation in which an implementation may mark objects as
irrelevant is if they are uniquely determined, either for syntactic [NL98] or semantic [NR01] reasons.
While our modal analysis does not cover all of these optimizations, it generalizes some of the core
ideas from a fragment of LF to the full type theory.

7.2 Functional Programming

Our given type theory is fully adequate as a logical framework, but clearly not expressive enough
to develop verified functional programs as in various implementations of type theory such as
Nuprl [C+86] or Coq [DFH+93]. Besides standard constructs such as inductive types or Σ-types
that are orthogonal to our considerations, we need to internalize expressions and proofs as modal
operators, rather than just arguments to functions. The blueprint for such an integration for ex-
pressions has been given in prior work [DP00, PD01], the correct notion of definitional equality in
the presence of dependencies was the main missing ingredient. The presence of both expressions
and proofs allows a new twist. We show the formation and introduction rules for the corresponding
modal operators, expanding the derived judgments:

Γ	 ` A : type

Γ ` 2A : type

Γ	 `M : A

Γ ` boxM : 2A

Γ⊕ ` A : type

Γ ` 4A : type

Γ⊕ `M : A

Γ ` triM : 4A

The elimination rules (especially for the 4 modality) are unfortunately quite complex. To give the
idea, however, we can now represent, for example, the subset type as a proof-irrelevant version of
the the strong sum.

{x:A | B} = Σx:A. 4B

The triangle operator appears to serve the same purpose as the squash type in [Hof95], except here
it derived directly from the judgmental level rather than from identity types.

If our operational interpretation of type theory is based on staged computation [DP00], then
the 4 modality is necessary to reason about staged programs. For example, the specification of a
staged power function (presuming a type nat and a propositional equality

.
=)

6 ` Πn:nat . 2(Πb:nat . Σm:nat . m
.
= bn) : type

is not well formed because the term variable n is not available in the expression underneath the 2
constructor. This problem is neatly solved with the 4 modality as follows:

` Πn:nat . 2(Πb:nat . Σm:nat . 4(m
.
= bn)) : type

This further specifies that the correctness proof for the staged power function may be erased before
execution since it is computationally irrelevant. It was this particular example which first motivated
our investigation.

7.3 First-Order Intuitionistic Modal Logic

If we consider the first-order fragment of our type theory, the three forms of Π-abstraction cor-
respond to three forms of universal quantification. In terms of a Kripke semantics with varying
domains, Πx:A. B quantifies over the elements of the current domain only. This means, for exam-
ple, that Πx:A. 2P (x) is only well-formed is P has kind Πx÷A. type, because otherwise the truth
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of P (x) may need to be investigated in worlds in which x does not exist. Yet it is still possible that
x occurs, even if P can only talk about elements of the current world, as in Πx:A. P (x)→ 24P (x)
(which is true, incidentally). The quantifier Πx::A. B quantifies over elements existing in all do-
mains and thus, in general, fewer than Πx:A. B. Finally, Πx÷A. B quantifies over all elements of
the current world and also elements that existed in some past world. Thus our approach has the
potential to shed new light on old debates by allowing various interpretations of quantification to
co-exist peacefully in a single modal logic.

8 Conclusion

We have presented a dependent type theory that integrates intensionality, extensionality, and proof
irrelevance as judgmental notions, based on considerations from modal logic. We proved that
equality and type-checking are decidable on the fragment presented here and sketched some possible
applications.

The most pressing item of future work is the inclusion of first-class modal operators important
for applications in functional programming. The most difficult question here is the right notion
of the “default” equality on terms. In this paper, the term equality was fully extensional ; for
functional programming applications, this will not be tenable and must be replaced by a decidable
judgmental equality that is sound with respect to the operational semantics. We conjecture that
this can be done without upsetting the “extreme” equalities of expressions and proofs for which
there appears to be little leeway.
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